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**Resource Sheet with Links to website**

**Brochures**
- **Great Grain:** A leader brochure designed to give adults or high school students ideas on how to teach grain safety to youth.
- **Cawshus the Crow on Grain Safety:** For kids! Cawshus the Crow discusses the dangers of grain safety and how to stay safe.

**Educational packet**

**Great Grain Harvest:** This educational packet contains everything needed to conduct a farm safety presentation. Background information on the dangers of grain is included along with lesson plans and demonstration ideas for various age groups. Additional resources are also included:

**Decals**

Heavy duty decals designed to be placed on the equipment discussed. Each decal outlines the dangers of each type of equipment.
- Gravity flow grain wagon
- Grain truck decal
- Auger wagon decal
- Danger! Never play here decal

**Gravity flow grain wagon demonstration**

The gravity flow grain wagon is a repurposed toy grain wagon that shows the dangers of flowing grain. Fill the wagon with any type of grain and position a toy person on top of the grain. Opening the gravity gate of the wagon sucks the toy person into the grain.

**Fact Sheets**
- Grain safety
- Harvest safety